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Jizerské Mountain beechwoods - national nature conservation
area
Jizerskohorské bučiny
address:
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Oldřichov v Hájích
50°51'49.11"N 15°4'22.73"E
668m above sea level
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Pension Café Bambino
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National nature preserve
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Description:

Original mixed forest with majority of beech trees covers steep northern slopes of Jizerské hory. The area is valued for a number of original
vegetal and animal species. It contains impressive rock formations (Frýdlant Battlement, Ořešník, Pretty Mary, Gorilla and many more) attractive
for both hikers and climbers.
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More information available at Wikipedia:
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Hotel Antonie Sport concept
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covered swimming pool for the public,
playground, fitness centre for the public, sauna
for the public, solarium, steam cabin for the
public, massage for the public, sports hall / gym,
outdoor swimming pool for the public, outdoor
sports ground, indoor jacuzzi for the public,
squash, infrasauna for the public
Frýdlant v Čechách
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